YOU MATTER!

ECU – Campus Living

ECU is committed to protecting the rights of all persons, providing an environment which ensures educational and employment rights without regard to age, ethnicity, gender, level of physical ability, race, religious background or tradition, or sexual orientation. If you live with us, visit us, or work with us, know that we expect that all persons be treated with respect. When recruiting staff, we strive for an environment that welcomes a broad representation of persons and perspectives. Campus Living is committed to being a place where people work and live well together. During your time engaged with our programs, whether it be living or working in the residence halls, riding our transit system and/or enjoying meals you can expect:

· Pluralism – You will encounter a broad and varied set of values, beliefs, principles, lifestyles and people. Everyone is valued for their uniqueness and inherent worth.

· Community – You are accepted and included. Inclusion is what helps to propel us through life’s complexities feeling supported and rewarded.

· Leadership – You will learn from others, and in turn, others will learn from you. In Campus Living we recognize that the best lessons are often learned from those who are unlike ourselves.

Our goal for all Pirates is to be prepared for the next journey. Upon embarking on this future journey, we hope that you look back at your time with Campus Living, recognizing that …. YOU MATTER!